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Introduction by 

Sustainability Representative

R-Group is committed to continuously embedding sustainability within all of our operational practices. This 
spans the three key tenets of sustainability: environmental, social and financial.

These three elements are at the core of how R-Group operate, including:

This approach to sustainability provides the bedrock we need to help customers meet their information and 
communication technology needs in a responsible and ethically sustainable manner.
 
The 2021 report is our sixth report showcasing our performance in key indicator areas and provides context 
into wider sustainable activities within the business.
 
Energy is our biggest impact therefore our key focus of this report. 

Delivering products and services to our customers in an ethical manner with focus on environmental and 

social responsibility.

Providing a safe workplace that supports and challenges our staff and contributes positively to 

the local community.

Running a financial sustainable operation to provide stability to staff, stakeholders and customers. 
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Energy Consumption

In 2021, we have recorded our lowest consumption of energy since 2013 between the months of January 
and October. 

This was due to a number of factors including:

In June, R-Group expanded its End of Working Day Procedure to include the encouragement of staff to switch 
off their monitors and workstations at the end of each working day in an effort to conserve power. 

In November and December where there was increase in daily usage, this was attributed to the higher-than 
average summer temperatures in Perth. This resulted in a greater draw on energy for the use of the air 
conditioning. Additionally, the R-Group team grew during this time which can also be attributed to the increase.

Shutting down a large volume of power-drawing equipment in the office data centre. 
Staff adapting to a ‘Working from Home’ lifestyle due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Introducing new energy saving initiatives into the workplace including PC and monitor shutdown at 
the end of the day.

Transport

Transport has not been a key area of focus in 2021. R-Group 
sold one of its fleet cars at the beginning of the year as it 
was not being utilised to its fullest capacity. By doing so, 
R-Group have not only reduced its transport emissions but 
also ongoing maintenance and miscellaneous vehicle costs. 
This initiative increased demand for staff to ride share 
where possible.

R-Group’s geographical client footprint has increased 
substantially with clients based in several regional locations 
such as Vasse, Northam, Australind, Katanning, Albany, 
Esperance and Mt Holland. 

Given the impact of the travel industry due to the COVID-19 Pandemic, R-Group have made no contributions 
of Co2-e to the atmosphere as all staff travel shifted to online video conferences. R-Group will continue to offset 
the full amount of its air travel through the Carbon Neutral Charitable fund when business travel is resumed.  
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R-Group has recognised the increased difficulty in promoting social events and team building with the 
COVID-19 pandemic lockdowns. To combat this, there was a shift from face to face team building to virtual 
building. This included a ‘Virtual Friday Afternoon’ session that comprised of a full team video chat to ensure 
that everyone was in good spirits. 

Social

During 2021, R-Group continued to offer healthier food and drink choices to staff in the office and at company 
held events. These options included a weekly delivery of fresh fruit to staff, increased vegetables and lean meat 
at company barbeques and catered salads to accompany staff events.

Furthermore, R-Group have undertaken a range of social events in 2021 as part of our Health and Wellbeing 
program to reinforce our key policies of the Environment, Diversity and Inclusion, Mental Health and Staff 
Health and Wellbeing.

In April, R-Group launched its annual Earth Day Event for 2021 which included sharing an updated 
environmental and waste management policy with staff along with the encouragement to conserve water and 
energy whereby possible.

The R-Group team participated in several Mental Health events for the year to reinforce it’s commitment to 
providing and supporting a mentally healthy workplace. This included the monthly Push up challenge, R U OK? 
Day, One Foot Forward and Mental Health Week in which staff undertook a number of activities for the week 
including a Morning Tea, a team building Scavenger Hunt and a guest speaker from Lifeskills. 
 

R-Group provisioned a number of useful resources to its FIFO based team to ensure that minds were focused 
on checking in and taking care of staff that weren’t based in the office. With this at the forefront of peoples 
minds, a Christmas gathering was arranged for those that would be working on or away at site for Christmas.

The R-Group team also participated in a number of events to further support their commitment of creating a 
diverse and inclusive workplace. These events included NAIDOC week, Pride Month and reconciliation week 
in which the team received resources and useful information on these events and their significance to the 
community.

2021 saw the partnership of R-Group and Lifeskills Australia to provide the R-Group team with an employee 
assistance program (EAP) with the aim of helping staff with both personal and work related matters that might 
adversely impact their job performance or own wellbeing.

Corporate Social Responsibility
R-Group continues to contribute and recognise the great 
work of its local communities and charities by providing 
ongoing support. R-Group sponsor both The Claremont 
Football Club and the Thunder Basketball team to recognise 
their initiatives in encouraging health and participation 
within the local sporting community. 

R-Group supply ICT equipment to a local school for 
experimentation by students involved in the STEM program 
and to Legacy WA to support their fundraising efforts in 
raising money for WA Veterans and their loved ones. 
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R-Group have continued to maximise the amount of e-waste that is recycled. In 2021, this comprised 
approximately of 1.752 tonnes which voided the generation of approximately 7.87 tonnes of equivalent carbon 
associated with the waste.

The high volume of e-waste generated for the year was due to a number of factors including an internal refresh 
of aging infrastructure and as part of R-Groups corporate social responsibility to its customers in recycling their 
e-waste free of charge. 

R-Group also took the initiative to donate all cans and bottles from its social club to the Containers for Change 
program. Over 1,050 items were recycled through the program. 

Waste


